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Domain: Google Cloud products and services0 

intends to develop a software for 

Self-driving cars. Your team is tasked with building applications that are highly scalable on a server 

less platform. Since the company does not want any infra management overheads, it requires the 

platform to be fully managed. 

Which offering from Google Cloud would you recommend? 

A. Host the application on VM 

B. Cloud run 

C. Cloud function 

D. Google App Engine 
 
 
 

 
 

Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is Incorrect. This is not a fully managed solution. 

Option B is Incorrect. Cloud run would be an apt choice for containerized applications 

development and deployment on a fully managed server less platform. 

Option C is Incorrect. Cloud function is incorrect because cloud functions are event-driven and 

mostly designed for lightweight functionalities instead of applications. 

Option D is Correct. Google App Engine is the appropriate choice for this solution because Google 

App Engine is: 

1>  Fully Managed 

2> Server less 

3> Highly scalable 

https://cloud.google.com/run 

https://cloud.google.com/functions/ 

https://cloud.google.com/appengine 

 

 

Domain: General Google Cloud knowledge 

You are working on designing a solution that requires you to build an application that has disaster 

recovery capability and can withstand the loss of an entire region. 

Identify the strategy that is not suitable for implementing this solution. 

A. Use multiregional storage services. 

B. Use a zonal resource, but snapshot data to a multiregional resource. 

C. Use a zonal resource but manage own data replication to other regions as required. 

D. Use a managed zonal resource. 
 
 

QUESTION 1 

Correct Answer: D 

QUESTION 2 



 Correct Answer: D  
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Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. Since you are using multiregional storage services, the application can 

withstand the loss of an entire r egion. 

Option B is incorrect. Since you are taking a snapshot of data to a multiregional resource, the 

application can withstand the loss of an entire region. 

Option C is incorrect. Although zonal resources are being used, data replication is being done to 

other regions. The application can withstand the loss of an entire region. 

Option D is correct. Using “zonal resources only” will not be ideal as the application, in this case, will 

not be able to sustain regional failure. 

https://cloud.google.com/docs/geography-andregions#application_deployment_considerations 

 
 QUESTION 3  

 
Domain: Google Cloud products and services 

You are working on a project that involves sensitive data. Which fully managed service can help 

customers in discovering, classifying and protecting this sensitive data? 

A. Cloud Data Loss Prevention 

B. Cloud Data Manager 

C. Cloud Data Explorer 

D. Any of option B or option C 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is correct. Cloud Data Loss Prevention is a fully managed service that can help 

customers discover, classify and protect this sensitive data. 

Option B is incorrect. Cloud Data Manager is an Invalid option. 

Option C is incorrect. Cloud Data Explorer is an Invalid option. 

Option D is incorrect. Refer to explanations for Option B and Option C above. 

https://cloud.google.com/dlp 

 
 QUESTION 4  

 
Domain: Google Cloud products and services 

Identify the Google Cloud Storage offering that also serves as Content Delivery Network (CDN). 

A. Local SSD 

B. Persistent disk 

C. Local Cloud Cache 

D. Cloud Storage 



 Correct Answer: D  
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Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. Local SSD is incorrect because it is a locally attached block storage. 

Option B is incorrect. Persistent Disk is incorrect because persistent Disk is block storage for VM on 

Google Cloud. 

Option C is incorrect. Local Cloud Cache is an Invalid option. 

Option D is correct. Cloud Storage serves as a Content Delivery Network (CDN) because publicly 

readable objects are cached in 

the Cloud Storage network by default. 

https://cloud.google.com/local-ssd 

https://cloud.google.com/persistent-disk 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/caching#built-in_caching_for 

 
 QUESTION 5  

 
Domain: Google Cloud products and services 

Your organization is using Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) for Kubernetes automatic management 

and deployment. 

Which of the listed below are not the features of Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE)? 

(Select 2) 

A. Modes of operations in GKE are Standard and Autopilot. 

B. Modes of operations in GKE are Standard, Predefined and Autopilot. 

C. Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) Cluster autoscaling works on the basis of per-node-pool. 

D. Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) vertical pod autoscaling works on the basis of per-node-pool. 

E. Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) vertical pod autoscaling analyzes the CPU and memory usage of 

pods continuously. 

 
 

 Correct Answer: B,D  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. The stated feature is correct. 

Option B is correct. GKE does not have a predefined mode of operation. Predefined is an invalid mode 

of operation. 

Option C is incorrect. The stated feature is correct. 

Option D is correct. Please refer to the explanation of Option C and Option E. 

Option E is incorrect. The stated feature is correct. 

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine 

 
 QUESTION 6  

 
Domain: General Google Cloud knowledge 
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A crowdsourcing platform is looking forward to hosting its applications and services on Google Cloud. 

Before onboarding the applications and services on Google Cloud, they have expressed an intention 

to estimate the total cost that they will incur for running their workload on Google Cloud. 

What would you suggest to them for getting this estimation immediately? 

A. Browse Pricing list for Individual service 

B. Use Pricing Calculator 

C. Contact Google Support 

D. Contact Your Google Account Manager 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: B  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. This option requires manual effort. Hence, this is not a good choice provided 

that Google provides a “Pricing Calculator”. 

Option B is correct. This is the best way to get the estimation. Google pricing calculator is free of 

cost and can be accessed by anyone. 

Option C is incorrect. Yes, this is an option provided by Google. However, a pricing calculator will 

be a good choice as it will give the estimate immediately. Hence, it is a better option to choose. 

Option D is incorrect. Google Account Manager contact is available only with certain Google 

Support plans. Since the scenario does not mention if the customer has a Google Support plan, 

this option is not correct. 

 
 QUESTION 7  

 
Domain: Google Cloud products and services0 

Your client, a global financial giant, plans to migrate its relational database currently running on-prem 

to the cloud. Which of the below listed would be the most preferred option? 

A. Cloud SQL 

B. Cloud Oracle 

C. Cloud Bigtable 

D. Either of A or C 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: A  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is Correct. Fully-managed database service, Cloud SQL is a relational database service 

compatible with MySQL, PostgreSQL and SQL Server. 

Option B is Incorrect. Cloud Oracle is an Invalid service. 

Option C is Incorrect. Since BigTable is a NoSQL database service, it is not appropriate in this 

scenario. 

Option D is Incorrect. Please refer to the explanation above. 
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https://cloud.google.com/sql 

https://cloud.google.com/bigtable 

 
 QUESTION 8  

 
Domain: Google Cloud products and services 

Which of the below is not a serverless Google Cloud product? 

A. Cloud Run 

B. Knative 

C. Eventarc 

D. Filestore 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: D  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. Cloud Run is a serverless offering from Google Cloud. 

Option B is incorrect. Knative is a serverless offering from Google Cloud. 

Option C is incorrect. Eventarc is a serverless offering from Google Cloud. 

Option D is correct. Filestore is a storage offering from Google Cloud, not a serverless offering. 

https://cloud.google.com/run/docs 

https://github.com/knative/docs/blob/main/README.md 

https://cloud.google.com/eventarc/docs 

https://cloud.google.com/filestore/docs 

 
 QUESTION 9  

 
Domain: General cloud knowledge0 Which of the below-listed use cases should Local SSD be used for? 

A. Genome sequencing 

B. Media rendering 

C. Data archiving 

D. Use as cache 

E. Batch Jobs 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: B,D  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is Incorrect. Since Genome sequencing requires performing analysis and needs speed, 

scalabiity and security, filestore is most apt. 

Option B is Correct. Local SSD is appropriate to be used for Media rendering. 

Option C is Incorrect. Cold storage is most optimal for data archiving. 
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Option D is Correct. Local SSD is the most optimal choice for being used as a cache as it provides 

high IOPS and very low latency. 

Option E is Incorrect. Pre-emptible VMs are appropriate for batch 

jobs. https://cloud.google.com/filestore 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/archival 

https://cloud.google.com/local-ssd 

https://cloud.google.com/preemptible-vms 

 
 QUESTION 10  

 
Domain: General Google Cloud knowledge 

Which of the below statements about Google Cloud resources is CORRECT? 

A. Static external IP addresses are Zone specific resources 

B. Disk snapshots are Region-specific resources. 

C. Any Google Cloud resource that is being used, must necessarily belong to a project. 

D. VM instances are Global. 
 
 

 

 Correct Answer: C  

 

 
Explanation/Reference: 

Option A is incorrect. Static external IP addresses are Regional, not Zone-specific. 

Option B is incorrect. Disk snapshots are Global, not Region-specific. 

Option C is correct. This is a correct statement. All the Google Cloud resources that are being used 

must necessarily belong to a 

project. Option D is incorrect. VM instances are Zonal, not global resources. 
https://cloud.google.com/docs/overview#projects 
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